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Core Essence Exercise
In order to understand what motivates you to get out of bed in the 
morning, you have to understand your core essence.  
A core essence is the inner driver you have as a human being. It’s your 
essential self — it’s what you’re all about and it’s at the center of 
everything you do. 
Once you understand your core essence, you’ll want to ask yourself how 
that manifests itself in your life.  
Manifestation is the larger, strategic trajectory your life takes as it relates 
to your core essence. It’s how your core essence presents itself in your 
life. 
Once you understand your manifestation, you’ll want to navigate to the 
execution side of the equation. These are the career choices you could 
make in order to satisfy what your core essence and manifestation are.  
Ultimately, you’ll end up with the outcome. This is how your life will 
change once you’ve put a spotlight on your core essence, your 
manifestation, and your execution. 
If you fill out the chart on the next page, you’ll be able to use it to 
understand how these concepts can change the trajectory of your life. 
In the end, your chart might end up looking like the one to the right. As 
an added bonus, you can have someone else in your life fill out the same 
chart in a different color ink to see how you compare. That “someone 
else” can be a spouse, a friend, a family member or a business 
associate.
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CORE ESSENCE 
(What are you all 

about?)

MANIFESTATION 
(What is the strategic 

direction your life 
could take based on 
your core essence?)

EXECUTION 
(What career can you 
select that supports 
your core essence 

and manifestation?)

OUTCOME 
(What is the outcome 

of the answers 
you’ve provided?)

Helping Others Writing Sales Lifting Others Up
Connecting with Nature Teaching Marketing & Promotions Making the World Better

Mindfulness Solving Problems Management Inspiring Others
Spirituality Counseling Others Architecture & Engineering Helping Those in Need

Understanding the World Using Your Body Sports Making Money
Adventure Working with People Arts, Design Taking Care of Yourself
Wisdom Serving Others Entertainment Helping Someone You Love

Connecting with People Analyzing Problems Media & Communications Sharing Your Wisdom
Physical Movement Creating Things Science & Technology Mentoring

Creativity Building Something Banking & Finance Creating a Legacy
Self-Expression Research & Understanding Public Service Building a Company

Control & Stability Design or Aesthetics Education Leading Teams
Growth Being a Role Model Attorney/Politician Self-Satisfaction

Predictability Serving Others Healthcare Sharing Joy
Stimulation Mentoring Others Professional Services Protecting the Environment
Wellness Inner Reflection Law Enforcement Spreading Love

Health Leading Others Administrative Ego Gratification
Change Creating Content Hospitality & Tourism Self-Improvement
Other Other Other Other

Use the chart to the right to help you uncover your core essence. In 
the first column, circle the concept that represents the deepest, most 
meaningful aspect of who you are as a human being.  

Then, move to the right and circle the term that shows how your core 
essence manifests itself in your life. From there, go to the right to circle 
the execution and then the outcome.  

This exercise isn’t intended to provide a final, definitive answer. 
Instead, it’s a starting point to help you think through these important 
concepts and to evolve them over time. 
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